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This study aims to describe how the perception activists at Lampung University Campus Propagation of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and know the different kinds of information about ISIS itself. The method used is exploratory research with qualitative approach. Data collection techniques in this study by means of in-depth interviews to 9 (nine) informant who is the chairman of the Campus Propagation Institute. The results showed that all nine informants have a perception, which rejects the existence of ISIS and ISIS considers that a radical movement, in particular the measures they (ISIS) did where such actions did not reflect the teachings of Islam. About the caliphate, they mentioned that it had been predicted to exist at the end of time later. Indonesia also needs a caliphate but in the sense of more to its meaning not skeletons "caliphate". Likewise with jihad, not only be done with the war, but every good thing slightest done by someone else is jihad. Thus, the perception of the Campus Dakwah Activists at the University of Lampung to ISIS, which considers ISIS is a radical organization or movement.
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